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edison's life was filled with many inventions, most of which are considered to have been
the first in their field. by the end of his life, he had created a massive business empire,

with factories and workshops operating in new york, west orange, and west orange, new
jersey. although edison never married, he left many illegitimate children. edison was

probably the most famous and influential individual in the history of science and
technology. although he was born into poverty, he was extraordinarily intelligent and

productive. he set a precedent for a life full of inventions and scientific explorations, and
his life and work have had an immense impact on modern society. some of his basic

inventions are: the first commercial light bulb was invented by edison's partner, george
westinghouse, in 1879. in the 1880s, thomas alva edison held patents for both

incandescent light bulbs and the current-generating dynamo. in the 1890s, edison's
company was trying to make the incandescent bulb market, but the electric lighting

industry was now controlled by edison's archrival, thomas edison's rival, william thomas
ayrton, who had been granted a patent for filament-wrapped incandescent bulbs. edison

and his business partners sued ayrton for infringement of his patents, and ayrton was
forced to pay edison a large sum of money. in 1892, edison designed a safety switch,

but this design was not used widely until the 1930s. in the early 1900s, edison began to
work on record players, phonographs, and the motion picture camera, eventually

creating the edison phonograph in 1912. the edison phonograph was used by the u.s.
navy during world war i, and was a major tool of espionage used by the american

government during the war.
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the edison international audience awards were established in 1994 by the edison
foundation. the audience awards are presented in recognition of outstanding

achievement in the use of technology in the education and entertainment fields. the
audience awards were established in part to recognize and reward those whose

inventions have benefited the most people in the world. the international audience
awards are presented annually to individuals whose creations are most impactful for the

general public and are chosen by an international panel of judges. the ceremony and
banquet is held in the edison national historic site in west orange, new jersey. a detailed
listing of each year's awardees can be found here. edison's time editor allows you to set
delays and volume at different points in the timeline (you can't set it to a specific point

in the sample), and it has a nifty midi function for set tempo and tempo sync. it's a great
way to get the best out of a beat, or to layer or process a sample; and it's the only way

to make creative use of the edison in edm. the time editor also has a useful tool for
synchronizing two tracks; you'll have to study the manual if you want to learn it well.
edison's built-in sample editor has two editing modes: the first is similar to the time

editor's, while the second lets you adjust the sample's pitch. you can edit the sample in
real-time in either of these modes, or you can load a sample, hit edit, and then make

changes. the built-in editor has a few shortcomings. you can't directly control the
sample pitch, and it doesn't have an envelope editor. you can use the editor's dsp filters
to process the sample, but the only programmable filter type is the cvp hpf type, which
is limited to a 200-sample rate. you can use the editor to automate the sample, but it

doesn't appear to let you control the automation points. you can use the editor's tempo
syncing function for drum samples, but it doesn't sync well. there's no manual, and the

help file is a bit vague. 5ec8ef588b
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